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Education’s Own “Academy Awards” 
by Cindy Kleyn-Kennedy 

 
 A mysterious invitation from Mesa Elementary principal, Julie Howell, recently 
arrived. Calling to enquire, the response was vague, just encouraged me to drop by at 
a certain time on a certain day. Like Alice in Wonderland, I thought, “Curiouser and 
curiouser.”  
 Arriving at Mesa, the parking lot was overflowing and upon entering Mesa’s 
large, multi-purpose room saw it was packed with adults and students. The air was 
electric; music was blaring with Mesa’s students singing along. Perhaps most notable 
were the multiple television cameras set up with crews busily organizing equipment, 
making last minute adjustments.  
 Curiouser and curiouser. Walking towards me was Principal Howell, with her 
usual, wonderfully warm welcome, along with a mischievous smile. “What’s going on?” 
was my question, to which she replied, “You’ll see; it’s a surprise!” 
 Glancing to the middle of the floor, I immediately saw our superintendent, Jody 
Balch, accompanied by Deputy Superintendent of Instruction, Joe Strickland, and 
Assistant Superintendent, Kerry Parker, along with others. Then, I saw notables from 
the New Mexico Public Education Department, including NM Education Secretary 
Christopher Ruszkowski and his team. This was a big deal. 
 One of the guests turned out to be Dr. Jane Foley, Senior Vice President of the 
Milken Family Foundation of California. The Milken Foundation is an esteemed entity 
that’s been around over 35 years and source of the highly prestigious Milken Educator 
Awards, known as the “Oscars of Teaching.” An initiative for advancing effective 
educators, the award is unique in that no one can apply for it; no one can be referred 
for it; it cannot be solicited or sought after in any way. The foundation itself seeks out 
the most effective and outstanding educators across the country in a highly confidential 
manner over a period of time without the knowledge of the recipient, nor the 
institution in which the educator works. Up until the moment the award is presented, all 
is kept secret, under lock and key, until revealed in a surprise school assembly. 
 Foley animatedly described the process of selection and the associated benefits 
- including a cash award of $25,000 – and then, after much fanfare, the winner was 
announced: our own Silvia Miranda, outstanding teacher of fourth grade at Mesa, the 
only recipient in New Mexico. The place went wild. 
 There’s not room enough to describe the rest of the event. Suffice it to say, we 
are bursting with pride for our Silvia Miranda and wish her the absolute best in her 
continuing career as an educator extraordinaire. 
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